VR Experience Case Study

Airbus DSEI 2015
The Brief
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate Airbus’ use of emerging technology and
showcase their products and capabilities.
Showcase the functionality of a full-size passenger aircraft
within the confines of a trade show.
Minimise stand space thereby reducing costs.
Deliver a unique user experience.

The Challenges
•
•
•

Develop methods of reducing ‘simulator sickness’.
Double the standard frames-per-second rate to >75fps in
order to create smooth VR playback.
Create simple-to-use, intuitive, public facing applications
that engage the potential audience.

Our Approach
Working closely alongside Airbus, we at Inside Infinity employed
our expertise to craft three virtual environments that would
not only demonstrate the client’s products to their fullest,
but also maximise impact upon their target audience. We set
scenarios in a disaster zone, an air show and on Mars to exploit
the versatility of Airbus’ products.
The Result
Visitor numbers increased significantly from previous years.
Airbus was able to decrease its floor space requirement by 75%
whilst effectively reaching their audience in a professional and
exciting new light. By meeting all of the key project goals, the
quality of the final product delivered the ‘wow’ factor that was
Airbus’ main requirement.

Airbus Defence and Space is a division of
Airbus Group formed by combining the
business activities of Cassidian, Astrium
and Airbus Military. The new division is
Europe’s number one defence and space
enterprise, the second largest space
business worldwide and among the top ten
global defence enterprises.

“In an innovative step
the entire stand has been
designed around bespoke
virtual reality cockpits;
and see stand visitors
transported into a virtual
world wearing Oculus Rift
headsets.”
Airbus Group Press Release
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75% felt more positively
about Airbus
Based on survey of VR Experience users
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80% stated that VR helped their
understanding of Airbus
Based on survey of VR Experience users

